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DNA spring in your spindle
D
NA is a mechanical piece of the spindle, 
if results from Elaine Yeh, Kerry Bloom, 
and colleagues (University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, NC) are any indication. The inherent 
springiness of DNA may be part of the spindle’s 
tension-sensing mechanism.
During mitosis, tension between chromosomes 
indicates that each of two sister chromosomes is 
properly attached to its own spindle pole. The 
creation of tension requires a protein called 
cohesin, which glues sisters together 
until its cleavage at anaphase. But lots 
of cohesin is seen even at sister cen-
tromeres that are widely separated.
Bloom and colleagues set out to un-
derstand what cohesin is doing at these 
locations, which seem too far apart for 
cohesin to hook sisters together. They 
imaged dividing yeast cells contain-
ing labeled cohesin and found a 
cylinder of fl  uorescence encircling 
the entire central spindle, spanning 
sister centromeres.
The arrangement suggested that cohesins near a 
centromere were hooking a chromosome to itself 
rather than to its distant sister. In this model, the links 
would cause the centromeric region to loop out from 
the rest of the chromosome. The group looked for 
such loops by cross-linking DNA in its in vivo 
conformation and performing inverse PCR. The 
resulting products indicated that the centromere is at 
the apex of a 20-kb DNA loop.
The loops might act like a spring while micro-
tubules at the centromeres grow and shorten dur-
ing spindle assembly and bipolar attachment. “We 
are arguing that the centromere is dynamically 
unstable,” says Bloom. “When microtubules 
shorten, the loop stretches; when they grow, the 
loop contracts.”
Loops might be another place, along with kineto-
chores, where tension is sensed. “DNA is inherently 
an entropic spring, like a rubber band,” says Bloom. 
“If you have a rubber band, and you need to build a 
tension-sensing mechanism, you might as well use 
the rubber band.”
Yeast centromeres are only 120-bp long, but the 
entire loop might be a more accurate equivalent of 
the much larger mammalian centromeres, which 
have also been seen to form loops.
Reference: Yeh, E., et al. 2008. Curr. Biol. 18:81–90.
Nanotubes spread HIV
T
ransient contacts between T cells create nanotubes that 
may help spread HIV, based on ﬁ  ndings from Stefanie 
Sowinski, Daniel Davis (Imperial College London, UK), 
and colleagues.
“T cells are particularly good at making transient contacts 
with other cells and then moving on,” says Davis. “It’s a special-
ized function of T cells, natural killer cells, and similar cell types.” 
His group now shows that such short-lived greetings often leave 
in their wake membrane tethers known as nanotubes.
These delicate actin-ﬁ  lled tethers have been seen linking 
neuronal PC12 cells as well as macrophages, B cells, and other 
immune cell types. But the T cell nanotubes were distinct. Unlike 
the open-ended linkages of PC12 cells, these nanotubes main-
tained a membrane junction between T cells, either within the 
nanotube or at its tip. They also had the ability to curve around 
obstacles, as revealed when T cells were set in a 3D matrix.
The resolution of in vivo ﬂ  uorescence microscopy is not 
yet sufﬁ  cient to detect nanotubes directly. But circumstantial 
evidence suggests they exist in vivo, as cell surface proteins 
can be detected moving between cells somehow. Davis and 
colleagues are currently trying to identify immune cell materials 
that trafﬁ  c within the tubes and the functional consequences of 
any transfer between T cells. Unlike myeloid cells, T cells were 
unable to transmit calcium signals via their nanotubes.
Whether nanotubes are used for T cell processes or are a 
simple byproduct of membrane physics, at least one virus has 
learned to exploit them. This opportunist is HIV, which invades and 
replicates within T cells. HIV antigens were found in nanotubes 
emanating from infected cells. And previously uninfected cells that 
connected to such nanotubes occasionally wound up with their own 
allotment of these antigens. Transfer required the viral receptor, 
CD4, suggesting that HIV transfer between cells by nanotubes re-
quires membrane fusion mediated by HIV’s Envelope protein.
Reference: Sowinski, S., et al. 2008. Nat. Cell Biol. doi:10.1038/ncb1682.
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Nanotubes (red tubes) link cells and can bend around obstacles in 
a 3D matrix.
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Cohesins (black rings) near 
the centromere (yellow) hook 
a chromosome loop to itself. 
DNA can expand (red lines) as 
microtubules (green) shorten 
and tug on the loop.